PABLO

PABLO
ALL - IN - ONE

security
attractive design

THE FUTURE IS NOW

communication
intelligent light management
multi-media

The world has changed and there are huge expectations for urban areas. Only the ones who
take this challenge as a chance will create an

electromobility
efficient light
well-being

attractive environment with additional benefit for
their residents, tourists and business people.

ALL-IN-ONE
What is the challenge?
People want to be available everywhere, communicate in a fast way and easily recall all necessary
information. At the same time, they want to feel
comfortable and save and enjoy a relaxing atmosphere at a unique place. Necessary supply units
for e.g. electronic cars or electronic bikes shall be
easy accessible and blend in perfectly within the
cityscape.

PABLO
The luminaire PABLO offers the ideal platform to
combine elegantly various wishes. The customers
choose between many different poles, frames
and components and assembles them the way
they like it. Based on the modular design principle,
one can choose a height up to 7.00m.

Design by Karsten Winkels

MADE BY PEOPLE FOR PEOPLE

…TURN & COMBINE YOUR OWN COLUMN

FRAMeS

LiGHTinG COMPOnenTS

The user can choose out of 3 frames, which are set together
in arbitrary order. A special mechanism permits to rotate the
modules individually in horizontal direction. Thus, the direction of the lighting components is changeable at any time.
The frames, 280mm x 120mm, with a length of 500mm, 700mm
or 1.500mm, are made of die-cast aluminium and aluminium
and are powder coated in any RAL or DB colour as required.
Up to 3 lighting components can be fixed inside the frames.
The frames can be used as middle or end segement.

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting

The rectangular aluminium profile, 120mm x 160mm, is available in two standard lengths: 500mm and 700mm. A pivot is
integrated in the rear part, which enables the customer to
individually adjust the module in vertical direction. They are
the luminaire heads for PABLO and can integrate the following modules:

500

700

1500

Lense module FF
The efficient FF LED module offers
a wide diversity of lenses and therefore one may take the appropriate lense for each project: streets,
cycle paths, walkways and squares. The 500mm luminaire head
can be equipped with up to 2
FF LED modules and 7,600lm. The
700mm luminaire can be equipped with up to 4 FF LED modules
and 15,200lm.

280

280

280

COLUMnS
There are two different types of columns for PABLO. On the
one hand, there is a rectangular profile, 280mm x 120mm,
which is made of die-cast aluminium and aluminium. It has
two different standard lengths: 1.50m or 3.00m. On the other
hand, there is a cylindrical pole, which is made of hot-dip
galvanised steel and has standard lengths of 3.00m or 4.50m.
Other lengths are available on demand. Both column types
are equipped with a special adapter to fix the frames and
have an access door for the cable junction box. The columns are powder coated in any RAL or DB colour.

Facets module SLC
The facets module enables the efficient, glare-reduced illumination
of streets, cycle paths, pedestrian
zones, places and walkways. The
500mm luminaire head can be
equipped with the 4 SLC facets
and up to 3,000lm, where the
700mm luminaire head is available with the 8 SLC facets and
5,500lm.
Both FF and SLC modules are available in 3,000K and 4,000K.
The driver is dimmable according to customer’s requests.

LeD DeSiGn OF COLUMnS
lighting

3000

3000

4500

The column element is fixed in the
top and bottom in an aluminium
bezel and illuminates softly squares and boulevards. The long, in
the middle placed, homogenous
beaming WU LED performs up to
6,000lm. WU LED is available in
3,000K and 4,000K. The column
element is 1.20m long and has a
diameter of ø 170mm.

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting
1500

The square housing, 150mm x
150mm, can be used in various
ways. There are 6 different lighting
distributions and 3,000lm available for wall washing and spotlighting. The spot is deliverable in
2,700K, 3,000K and 4,000K. RGB is
available on demand.

280

280

ø 102

ø 102

FRAMe COMPOnenTS
LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting

Lenses and facets are integrated in a beautifully shaped
rectangular luminaire head. There is a wide range of
optics which offers efficient and uniform illumination for
streets, cycle paths, pedestrian ways, places and pedestrian crossings. The inclination of the luminaire head can
be adjusted individually on site in vertical or horizontal
position.

LeD DeSiGn OF COLUMnS
lighting

Luminous columns have a modern and timeless design.
This is the reason why also PABLO offers the integration
of column elements. The round column element gives
places and pedestrian zones a uniform, soft light and an
impressive atmosphere.

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting
Powerful SPOT with elegant, square housing, highlights
buildings and objects. It is used to wall wash building facades, steeples, logos, trees and monuments. The inclination of the spot can be adjusted individually on site in
vertical or horizontal position.

CLeVeR LiGHT

intelligent light management
Light only when it is needed. The light management CLEVER LIGHT offers energy savings, which are not at the expense of safety. The CLEVER LIGHT components, which
are installed in the luminaire head, work independently
and via WIFI without any additional pilot wire. As a result, the customer has the possibility to integrate CLEVER
LIGHT in any luminaire and already existing systems. CLEVER LIGHT is also available with a GATEWAY solution.

CAMeRA
security

The importance for security is increasing steadily. To
prevent crime, more cameras are installed. PABLO integrates a hemispheric camera with 360° view, excellent
night view and high brightness adjustment. The camera is
weatherproof and nearly invisible because of the
well-shaped square body around it.

LOUDSPeAKeR

music and announcements
Music makes people happy, has a calming effect or
deepens feelings. PABLO’s seawater resistant broadband loudspeaker which is installed in a square housing,
brings the required music precisely to its listeners. Also announcements are transmitted clearly and understandable.

WiFi

communication
Although the demand of public access to WIFI is high,
it is still hard to find. Hotspots help tourists to quickly find
orientation, to post taken pictures or to have permanent access to emails, messages or apps. PABLO offers
the possibility to install the WIFI package, which is most
appropriate for the required project

POLe COMPOnenTS
DiSPLAY

multimedia
The HD ready colour display, which is integrated in the
rectangular pole, is used for advertising and touristic purposes. The 16:9 screen resolution shows for example general maps, bus timetables, weather and event information or even commercials. If required, the user inserts the
current desired information from the office. A 4mm single-pane safety glass glazing protects the display against
vandalism.

CHARGinG STATiOn
electromobility

In Germany, electromobility is understood as a part of
the energy revolution. In this country, the politics sets ambitious targets in order to reduce drastically the carbon
dioxide emission by e.g. supporting e-cars. Until 2020,
one million e-cars shall be on the roads. The necessary
charging stations enable a fast loading of e-cars. The
charging station KARSTEN is installed on a round PABLO
pole and will be feeded via a separate cable. This is a
space-saving version to integrate charging stations discreetly in public spaces.

eLeCTROniCS
power supply

In public and private areas, power is used for many purposes. Some examples are lawn mowing or high-pressure
cleaners. The socket combinations are installed inside the
PABLO pole and are invisible from outside. Both before
and during the usage, the power supply does not cause
any inconveniences because the door can be closed.

WATeR

water supply
Besides electricity water is essential in our life. Replenish
the wells, water the plants, clean the cars, this is all possible with PABLO. For this a water fitting is installed which
can be used with closed door.

ADDiTiOnAL DeViCeS
for own use

We live in a fast-moving age. The multifunctional column
PABLO offers space for further electrical or mechanical
equipment and the customer may extend it without any
problems.

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

straight tubular

COLUMn
-

Ø 102mm
height 3.00m, other heights on request
hot-dip galvanised steel and powder coated
anti-graffiti or anti-poster layers available
with special adapter for a twistable frame on top
with one access door for a cable junction box
with root or flange plate

CAMeRA
security
500mm

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
SLC, 700mm

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
SLC, 500mm

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
SLC, 500mm

CHARGinG STATiOn
AT THe COLUMn

electromobility

- Wedge-shaped, rounded housing, made of stainless steel with 2 doors and GPS modem with antenna
- height: 1,20m; Breite 0,28m
- door up: embedded computer und multifunction
display, RFID card reader and charging socket
type 2/16A with locking device
- door down: control module for Linux operating system, relay, RCCB, miniature circuit breaker, electricity meter with modbus-interface for remote
reading
- Charging station controlled either via RFID card,
smartphone app or via hubject
-

column Ø 114mm
height 3.00m, other heights on request
hot-dip galvanised steel and powder coated
anti-graffiti or anti-poster layers available
with special adapter for a twistable frame on top
with one access door for a cable junction box and
2 fixing holes
- with root or flange plate

LOUDSPeAKeR

music and announcements

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
SLC, 700mm

rectangular profile
COLUMn
-

280mm x 120mm
height 1.50m, other heights on request
hot-dip galvanised steel and powder coated
anti-graffiti or anti-poster layers available
with special adapter for a twistable frame on
top
- with one access door for a cable junction box
- with flange plate

WiFi

communication

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 700mm

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 500mm

LOUDSPeAKeR

music and announcements

rectangular profile
COLUMn
-

280mm x 120mm
height 3.00m, other heights on request
hot-dip galvanised steel and powder coated
anti-graffiti or anti-poster layers available
with special adapter for a twistable frame on top
with one access door for a cable junction box
with flange plate

CLeVeR LiGHT

intelligent light management

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 500mm

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

DiSPLAY

multimedia

- 210mm x 250mm
- reading height: 1.40m – 1.60m
- HD ready (16:9)
- 1366 x 768 pixel
- 4mm thick clear toughened glass glazing agains
vandalism
- integrated within the rectangular profile

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
SLC, 700mm

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 500mm

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 500mm

CAMeRA
security
500mm

eLeCTROniCS
power supply

- rectangular column with door and hinges and cable slot
- with tri-head bolt lock M6, incl. tri-head bolt key M6
- with solid rubber distributor inside, IP 44, completely wired:
2 pcs. sockets 16A / 1p / 250 V
2 pcs. miniature circuit breakers 16A / 1p-C
1 pc. residual-current circuit breaker 40A / 4/
0.03 A
1 pc. terminal clamp max. 5 x 10mm²
1 pc. cable gland M25 (Ø 13-18)
- C-rail with nuts
- column with earth stud
- operates with open access door
- other equipment or meters on demand

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

LOUDSPeAKeR

music and announcements

LeD DeSiGn OF COLUMnS
lighting

WATeR

water supply

- rectangular column with door and hinges and water hose slot
- with tri-head bolt lock M6, incl. tri-head bolt key M6
- with equipment for water, incl.:
1 pc. tap for water 1/2” with back flow preventer
and ventilation
1 pc. shut-off valve 1/2” with emptying device
1 pc. equipment for 1/2” water hose
- C-rail with nuts
- operates with closed access door
- 3/4” or meter on demand

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 700mm

CAMeRA
security
700mm

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

SPOT

illumination and spotlighting

LeD TeCHnOLOGY
lighting
FF, 500mm

COMBinATiOn eLeCTRiCiTY AnD WATeR
power and water supply

- rectangular column with 2 doors and hinges, as
well as cable and water hose slot
- with tri-head bolt lock M6, incl. tri-head bolt key M6
- door up: with solid rubber distributor inside, IP 44,
completely wired:
2 pcs. sockets 16A / 1p / 250 V
2 pcs. miniature circuit breakers 16A / 1p-C
1 pc. residual-current circuit breaker 40A / 4 /
0.03A
1 pc. terminal clamp max. 5 x 10mm²
1 pc. cable gland M25 (Ø 13-18)
- door down: with equipment for water, incl.:
1 pc. tap for water 1/2‘’ with back flow preventer and ventilation
1 pc. shut-off valve 1/2‘’ with emptying device
1 pc. equipment for 1/2‘’ water hose
- C-rail with nuts
- tube with earth stud
- operates with closed access door for water
operates with open access door for power
- other equipment or meters on demand
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